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About This Content

New Hearts of Iron IV Music Pack Featuring Sabaton

Paradox Development Studio and Hearts of Iron IV continue their musical synergy with Swedish heavy metal band Sabaton.
Best known for their songs about real historical events and the human side of war, Sabaton has licensed ten new songs for Hearts

of Iron IV, each illustrating a moment of World War II with passion and power chords.

The 10 songs included in Sabaton Soundtrack Vol. 2 are:

Ghost Division: Tells the story of the elusive 7th Panzer Division.

Resist and Bite: Recounts the experiences of a Belgian division facing German invasion.

Coat of Arms: Deals with the difficult Italian invasion of Greece.

Uprising: Celebrates the courageous but doomed Warsaw Uprising of 1944.

Screaming Eagles: A song about 101st Airborne’s battles in Bastogne

40:1: Honors a small Polish brigade’s stalling defence of Wizna against a much larger Wehrmacht force.
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Panzerkampf: Song about the Battle of Kursk, one of the largest tank battles in history.

Smoking Snakes: Honors three Brazilian soldiers who refused surrender against overwhelming odds.

To Hell and Back: A song about Audie Murphy, the most decorated soldier in American history, and his struggle with
PTSD.

The Last Battle: Tells of how a motley group of French prisoners, German defectors, and American soldiers defended
Castle Itter against a SS division.
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music - hearts of iron iv sabaton soundtrack vol. 2

Lots of upgrades and loot/collecting, but not enough to DO during missions. Got bored after a few plays.

Was hopng for something deeper like Galaxy Run.. Good old shmup. Only becomes better.. Incredibly fun, sink hours into
classic, then do orb mode to find a whole new playstyle, then do the other modes and sink hours into that. Not to mention, the
concept of the map is super cool. couldn't reccomend enough. TO BUY OR NOT TO BUY: Eschalon: Book 1
by JunkStar

PROS:
✭Old-school isometric GUI
✭Utilizes an effective variant of turn-based strategy
✭12-15 hour playthrough feels signifcant, but not overwhelming
✭Great character customization and strategies

CONS:
✭Steep learning curve
✭More linear than you might expect from an open world game
✭Small gameworld compared to others of the genre
✭Slow walking animation
✭Superflous gold/items beyond 10 hours of gameplay
✭Surprisingly uninteresting story

FINAL DECISION: You will get you money's worth even at the full price of $6 if you are into classic, isometric RPG games
like Ultima. Buy it!. A very fine game, even if the visuals are very very simple. With static images, I would expect better visuels,
but in the end - thats not what the game is about. Its part puzzle, part risk/reward management. Rolling dice each turn to
determin your options, then resolving those options in the most efficient way possible. You must keep your food flowing, or you
will be unable to do much with your dice, but you also have to think about defense, while at the same time upgrading your dice
to gain more control over the random elements.

Each time you win, you play the same game again, but with fewer turns to reach your goal. The path to victory changes a bit
each time, as does a few bonuses. The map also changes, but I find this to be of minor importance, as I love building roads.

After a few games it gets a bit boring and repetative, but this only lasts a few hours, as I find myself draw back to this simple,
yet well crafted game.

There are so many ways that this game could be expanded, with new challenges, more variety between missions and unique
challenges. I hope the devs will look into this, to keep me comming back for another swing with my axe, out there on the acres..
I just bought this to send more money to the devs. But it is a pretty cool artbook, ideally to be browsed after finishing the game.
Recommended if you enjoyed the game.. Want to see gameplay before you buy?

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=j9jw2zAdTlU

At this point I think this game has some potential but I was not able to achieve a rewarding experience in my many attempts at
it. Each attempt was met with the same death, in the same room no matter how many different and "random" things happened in
the dungeon. I'm sure there are people who get some enjoyment out of the difficulty of the game and the fact that it's pretty
much based on your own personal luck stat.
I feel like they could make some small changes\/improvements and it would be a much better game.
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Cool character pack. I hope we will see more male packs to accompany the 4 female heroine packs. :). My kids love this game,
and it's actually good for a bit of stress relief. I really like knocking these penguins around with the hammer on the tarmac!

For a buck, it'll give you at least an hour of fun; but I recommend this game for kids ~5 to ~15. My 3 year old has trouble with
the concept, she keeps hitting the penguins down instead of over lol.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/hXPzC36LVuw

The combat is pretty tough and it's better to ignore the other riders. Also they're so focused on trying to hit you that you can
make them drive into other cars which is really silly. The story doesn't make any sense since it jumps all over the place and I
can't get any sense of time passing. He's never officially entered into the gang (from what I see) then he wants out but it's after
just one more job. \u2510(\u00b4\u0434\uff40)\u250c. This is a pretty cute game and I love how competitive it gets at game
nights. I enjoy it!. One of the greatest childhood games ever.
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